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RN metric:

e.m. field:

horizons:



Perturbations on a RN spacetime

Einstein-Maxwell system of equations:

perturbed quantities:



expansion up to the linear order:

where



Static perturbations by a point particle at rest



Tensor harmonic expansion of the fields

perturbed gravitational field (electric multipoles):



Regge-Wheeler gauge:



source terms:

with

e.m. field:



first order perturbation equations:





equations for :2≥l



equilibrium condition (compatibility of the system):

equilibrium positions:



Reconstruction of the solution for all values of l

perturbed metric:



perturbed e.m. field:

with



Electric field lines (1)

Definition 1: integral curves of the differential equation

where is the electric field associated with

an observer with 4-velocity U;

static observers:

or



Electric field lines (2)

Gauss’ theorem:

elementary flux across an infinitesimal closed surface, limited by the two
spherical caps ,                and 

: 

Definition 2: lines of constant flux



lines of constant flux: are defined as those curves solutions of the equation

static spacetime + static family of observers
constant flux lines coincide with electric lines of force

in fact:

implying that

Def. 1:

the observer is no more a physical observer at the horizon, so that
the components of the electric fields cannot be determined there

Def. 2: 

the flux equation is well defined all the way to the horizon



lines of constant flux (total field):



lines of constant flux (“effective field,” the BH contribution being subtracted):



Extremely charged holes and the 
“electric Meissner effect”

induced charge density on the horizon and critical angle:

Gauss’ law (surface version):
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